
Summer Missions Camp exists to provide an opportunity & environment  
for students to encounter The Living God through mission & camp.  
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What Is SMC?
SMC, also known as Summer Missions Camp can be described in a number of ways...

First it’s a week of summer camp.  Think of the things that make up summer camp and 
you’re likely to find it at SMC.  Games and recreation, hiking, campfires, music, worship, 
small groups, crazy-fun times and so much more.  

SMC is also a week of missions.  Some components of a great week of mission work 
make up the DNA of SMC.  We spend several days on work sites serving those in the 
community and growing as a team.  Projects range from working with Habitat for 
Humanity, a Christian Dude Ranch, a Women’s Shelter, Camps, Food Banks, working 
with the homeless, picking up trash in the community, sharing our faith and so much 
more.  

It's like a really great Smoothie!  Throw a little summer camp, some mission trip, a bit of 
fun, and some raspberries in the blender and you've got a taste of SMC!  Bottom line, 
it’s a week for students (& their leaders) to get out of their comfort zones and encounter 
the Living God.  One of our goals is that students will experience the best of camp & 
mission/service, and return home with a renewed view of how to serve alongside their 
peers in their communities. 

The Leadership of SMC and a specific week of SMC is made up of several components.  
The SMC Planning Team is made up of some really great folks who work throughout the 
year to plan and grow the overall SMC event(s)/experience.  Theme development, 
administrative tasks, scheduling etc. all fall to the SMC Planning Team. 

Each week of SMC has a Leadership team that works to flush out the specifics for that 
week of camp.  And each camp has a lot of leaders on-site, from the Planning/
Leadership Team to the youth leaders who travel with/bring their groups.  

Lastly, would be the ‘support teams’ these are people like the congregations back home, 
SMC alumni & supporters who contribute to SMC in many ways, the staff/volunteers at 
the various sites we spend time during SMC and anyone else who helps make these 
camps a complete success!  

As the ministry of SMC grows new events will be added 
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How It Works…
• STEP 1: Youth Pastor says “hey our youth group’s summer trip is going to be SMC.” 
• STEP 2: Youth Pastor goes to www.TheCoOp513.org and registers their group with a 

$50/spot non-refundable deposit. Register for the spots (adults & youth) you anticipate 
filling. 

• STEP 3: Later this Summer/Early Fall Youth Pastor directs Parents/Guardians to the 
SMC Registration Page. 

• STEP 4: Parent/Guardian completes the registration from for each of their children 
attending.  

• STEP 5: Do whatever your group needs to do to get ready, excited, fundraise etc. for 
SMC 2020. 

• STEP 6: Make final group payments (1/2 of balance due Feb 1, 2020, remainder due 
May 1, 2020). 

TRIP LEADERS need to attend with your group.  If you’re bringing a co-ed group a 
minimum of 1 male & 1 female leader is needed.  Adults should be in a ratio of 1:5 for 
Middle School or 1:7 for High School youth, mixed please keep a 1:5 ratio.  Adults 
should be in a leadership role with your youth (if at all possible), extra adults are not 
needed on SMC - extra adults could take away a spot for a youth to attend.  We reserve 
the right to limit the number of adults attending as ratio and final youth registrations are 
determined.    

Keep in mind there are limited spots at all SMC camps, so it is first come first serve.  
Registration may fill quickly, so don’t wait.  And don’t forget to check our Refund Policy.  

2020 Costs & Payment Dates: 
July 1 - Sept 30, 2019 $525/spot
Oct 1 2019 - Sold Out $595/spot

To register your church/group pay a $50 non-refundable deposit per spot you’d like to 
reserve - this is youth & adults you will be bringing.  The deposit is applied towards your 
total due.  Your balance (what is left after the $50/spot deposit) will be paid in two 
installments.  

The first half of what is remaining for your group is due February 1, 2020.  
The final half is due May 1, 2020.  

**A 5% late fee will be applied for payments received after deadlines. 
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SMC Policies & Procedures
Refund Policy - 

Due to the high demand for camp spaces and in order to keep costs as low as 
possible, all sales are considered final.  SMC reserves the right to cancel any camp due 
to inclement weather or unforeseen circumstances, in which case a refund will be 
issued.  Cancellations are official upon receipt of confirmation from SMC.  

Transfer Policy - In the event a registered youth can no longer attend - the 
youth/family or Youth Leader can transfer that spot to another youth up to 2 weeks prior 
to camp.  T-shirt sizes are not guaranteed in the event of a Transfer beyond the date in 
which SMC places the final shirt order.  

Group Youth Leaders -
SMC Camp would not be possible without the great leadership of those who 

come with the various church groups.  We realize everyone brings different gifts to the 
table.  SMC highly recommends the Youth Leader/Pastor prayerfully consider which 
adult/s are the best match to bring for their youth and a trip like this.  SMC Camp is 
probably not the best place to introduce a new leader to the worlds of youth ministry.  
Leaders should be in a role of leadership with your teenagers. 

Make sure the adult/s you bring on SMC are capable of handling the things that 
come at you during a week long youth trip.  Each Leader will need to be able to co-lead 

a small group, lead by example on worksites, be present and focused on SMC during 
the week, stay up until after all youth are in for lights out each night and generally able 
to maintain the schedule of the week.  There will be a pre-trip training (likely by video 
conference) for all adults attending SMC.

Leaders should be at least 21 years old.
 
Background Checks -

To promote a safe environment all adults participating in, traveling with SMC are 
required to pass a Background Check that will be completed by The Co-Op 513.  
Registered Leaders will be sent information to complete this Background Check prior to 
SMC. 

Phones/Technology -
Youth are not allowed to bring phones, smart devices, tablets, game systems, or 

any other tech devices on any SMC Camp.  If found they will be confiscated and 
shipped home on the last day of camp.  

Adult Leaders may have their phones but are asked to use them only for 
emergencies and communicating with other leaders on the trip, and should not be used 
in the presence of youth or during group times. 
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SMC Policies & Procedures con't

Transportation - 
SMC arranges for transportation to, from and during SMC Camps.  This is 

included in the cost of the event.  This is what makes SMC unique and helps to build 
community before the team even arrives at the camp sites.  We highly recommend all 
plan to take advantage of the arranged transportation.

In order to respect everyone at SMC Camp(s) and the tight schedule we are 
unable to make extra unplanned stops to pick up or let off attendees.  Please plan to 
ride all the way start to finish! 

Alcohol/Drugs/Weapons - 
Alcohol, illicit drugs and weapons are strictly forbidden at SMC. Anyone (leaders/

youth) in possession of such items will be sent home immediately. To ensure the safety 
of youth, we request that any prescription drugs and other medications be held in the 
custody of one of the Adult Leaders from your group.

Abuse/Harassment - 
SMC prohibits sexual harassment, harassment, and physical and/or sexual 

abuse in the course of SMC camps/activities or ministries. SMC will contact appropriate 
authorities to investigate any allegations of such misconduct in accordance with 
applicable law.

Suicide / Mental Health Concerns - 
The mental health of SMC Participants is important to us.  Any suicide ideations/

threats/attempts should be brought to the attention of SMC Director/Co-Directors 
immediately.  

The SMC Director(s) in conversation with the appropriate Youth Leader(s), and 
when possible the youth will: 

a) when determined there is immediate danger make arrangements for the 
youth to receive appropriate help/evaluation by medical/mental health professionals.

b) when no immediate danger is present a safety plan will be created to 
insure the safety of the youth and other SMC participants - both immediately & 
throughout SMC.  Which may include emergency protective custody, &/or making 
arrangements for youth to be sent home.

c) consult with/update parents/guardians, unless doing so is determined to 
put the youth in greater danger by doing so. 
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SMC Policies & Procedures con’t
Clothing - 

Appropriate clothing should be worn throughout SMC by all participants.  All 
participants are encouraged to look at what graphics/logos/words appear on t-shirts/
other clothing.  Please make sure it speaks to who you are and the image you are 
representing while on SMC.  

Appropriate clothing also includes sleepwear.  Please know you will be sharing a 
room with your peers and what you wear should not make your roommates or leaders 
checking rooms feel uncomfortable.  If you have questions please ask. 

First-Aid/Medical - 
Each participating group is asked to bring a First-Aid Kit.  SMC Staff will have 

some kits - but with having groups on multiple worksites we need enough to cover all 
areas our participants will be.  

SMC will have on staff a Medical Coordinator who will oversee any medial/health/
injury needs that arise on SMC.  Specific questions or issues can be discussed with this 
staff member prior to the departure if parents/leaders have concerns we should be 
aware of. In the event more medical attention is needed the injured will be taken to an 
appropriate facility to seek treatment.  

**Youth Leaders make sure you bring 2-copies of your churches Medial/Liability 
Release forms for each participant in the event medial treatment is needed.  One set 
should be kept on your person as the primary leader for your group, the other should be 
given to the Medical Coordinator for the week.  

Keys - 
Keys may be issued to participants (usually room keys) and are the responsibility 

of each participant to return at check-out.  A charge of $15/key will be assessed for any 
lost/missing keys at check-out time.  

Sending A Youth Home - 
Our desire is that each participant experience all of SMC.  If, in the unlikely event 

SMC Staff &/or Group Youth Leaders determine a youth needs to be sent home for 
safety or discipline issues the Parent/Guardian will be notified.  It is then the expectation 
that the Parent/Guardian will begin to immediately make arrangements for this to 
happen.
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SMC 
A typical day, if there is such a thing, at SMC:

MySpace - a personal quiet time for all participants
Breakfast - a time to eat
Morning Report- a time for ALL participants to meet and get the latest 
for the day - announcements, worksite details, etc. 
Worksites - a time to work (with a short break for lunch in the middle)
Free Time - a time to do almost anything you want, clean yourself, play, 
hike, relax, meet new friends, read, or learn something new.
Dinner - a time to eat, again.
Home Group - a time for church groups to meet together & check in
Evening Activities - a time for some big fun games & such!
Worship - a time to sing, be in The Word, hear a message, present  the 
daily theme & all around Worship.
Small Group - a time to dig into the theme and how it applies to us 
individually.  These are broken up by age and co-led by youth 

leaders from the various church groups.  
Rooms - a time for youth to be in rooms getting ready for bed. 
Lights Out - a time for Youth Leaders to check each room and account for 

all youth and make sure lights are out.  After all rooms are secured 
for the night Youth Leaders are okay to head to their rooms.  

Leaders Supplement - a guide to the week provided to each Youth Leader.  
Reading material for the ride out.  Please be familiar with its contents and have it with 
you all of the time.  

Meals - breakfast/dinner are all-you-can-eat at our lodging site.  Lunches are 
packed each morning for the worksites. 

Worksites - each year is a bit different, but usually smaller groups are assigned 
worksites each day.  If Youth Leaders would like a better idea of projects please know 
we don’t typically know until closer to our event and sometimes things may still change 
in our schedule during our week.  

Worship & Small Groups - happen daily and is the biggest chunks of time 
where we dig into the theme components & conversations.  Worship is planned and led 
by SMC Team.  Small group material is provided through the Leaders Supplement.  

Home Groups - a time for you to meet with your youth from your church.  Use it 
how you see fit, but we suggest a debriefing and daily check-in time.  

Rooms - youth are in rooms based on age/grade/sex, usually 4-5/room. Leaders 
are roomed together based on sex. 
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SMC Sponsors & Partners -  
Camps and events are expensive - both dollars & time - to put together.  We have often 
been blessed with partners/sponsors behind the scenes that help keep our ‘retail’ costs 
low.  Each year we strive to keep overall ‘wholesale’ expenses reasonable but these 
continued partners/sponsors are needed to keep SMC in the positive and plan for 
investments in the future of SMC.  
We will not sell space on the backs of our shirts, but we will offer recognition to those 
wishing to invest in the youth, groups and SMC in general.  For those wishing to 

Staff Sponsor $400
Each of our SMC Staff typically takes a week off of work to volunteer and we 

choose to not charge them to attend, when they’re already sacrificing to serve.  A Staff 
Sponsor will help us underwrite the cost of their place at SMC and serve our groups 
with excellence. 

Lunch for a Day $200
We pack sack lunches each day for our worksites - help underwrite the cost of 

these nutritious meals!

Final Night Celebration Dinner for the Group $500
We like to celebrate the hard work of the team on their final night of SMC.  

Typically with a night out to a Pizza Dinner. 

Summit Sponsor - $1,000+
Donate as a business or individual at or above the Summit level to help sustain 

the future of SMC.  Donations at this level help us be able to book further out and save 
more funding in the long run by doing so. We can better negotiate rates/dates that fit our 
groups needs and continue to offer a quality faith changing experience to the youth and 
groups who attend SMC. 

Any business, group or individual interested in becoming a Sponsor and Partner in this 
important ministry should contact the Director of Co-Op 513; Chis Hansen 
chris@thecoop513.org 
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Ready To Register? 
First figure out how many youth you anticipate will sign up from your group.  Don’t forget 
to consider friends your regulars could invite.  

Middle School Youth: 
Male: _______ Female: _______

Total: _______

High School Youth: 
Male: _______ Female: _______

Total: _______

Total Youth: _______

In-Ratio Leaders - 
1:5 for Middle School,1:7 for High School, mixed please keep a 1:5 ratio. 

Male: _______ Female: _______

Total Spots Needed: _______
   x $50.00

     Total Non-Refundable Deposit Needed: $__________

When you’ve got your number you’re ready to head on over to: 

www.theCoOp513/SMC 

We look forward to seeing you and your group on SMC 2020!



www.thecoop513.org/SMC 

PO Box 5573
Lincoln, NE 68505

Chris Hansen…………………….Executive Director
Mandy Peterson……………………Creative Director
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